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In

1998 SAFRING celebrated its 50th anniversary. Although the first ringing took place
in 1948, totals were insignificant until l9-50,
so that 1974 marks the effective midpoint of
the ringing era in southern Africa. The total

number of birds which had been ringed by
July 1999 was 1.8 million, of which ,157o
were ringed in the period up to 1974, and
557o subsequently (Table l). At current levels of ringing activity, the two millionth bird
will be ringed during the 2001-2002 ringing
year. lncidentally, the number of these birds
which had been recovered up to July 1999
was l5 177. one bird in every I l5 ringcd.
However, at least 1000 birds that currently
bear rings will ultimately be recovered, so

that the overall recovery rate at SAFRING
hovers close to l%.

The most ringed bird with SAFRING
rings remains the European Swallow. with
more than 200 000 ringed (Table I).647c
were ringed in the first 25-year period. There
is currently a strong focus on swallow ringing in Europe, motivated by decreases in
numbers of this icon of migration. SAFRING
ringers can help by ringing this species while
they are in southern Africa. The likelihood of
retrapping a foreign ringed swallow has never
been higher.
The list of the top 20 species ringed over

50 years includes seven granivores, three
seabirds, three waterbirds, and three Pale-

Table 1. Too 20 soecies rinoed in southern Africa over 50 vears. 1950-1999.
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Cliff Swallow
Cape White-eye
Cape Weaver
Curlew Sandpiper
Redknobbed Coot
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arctic migranls. European Swallow. Curlew
Sandpiper and Liule Stint (Table I ). An introduced species. House Sparrow. makes it
onto the list in 20th place. A strikin-e f'eature
of the list in Table I is the rate at which the
totals decrease. By the 20th species on the
list, a mere l5 500 have been rinsed.
The ringing torals per species p.r-

y.ur,,r.

readily available from 1975 onwards, the year
in which SAFRING was computerised. prior
to this the numbers of each species rin-eed per
year are listed in the annual rin-qing reports
but these have not been computerised. So the
totals ringed per species fronr the start of
ringing until 1974 are most easily calculated
by subtraction.
It is striking thar in rhe period up to l9j4
the emphasis was on waterbird rineine. Thus
97(i ol irll ringed Caillc Egrer: were ringe<1
in this first period (Table l). Sirnilarly 74%
ol Yellou hillcd Ducks and 8.1,; .ri Retlknobbed Coots were ringed in the same period. This rcflecrr rhc eflbrts of rinr.lers working at Barberspun and Rondevlei. ringing
chicks of egrets and trapping adult waterfbwl
in walk-in traps. Unfortunately. rnost of the
people who were ringing during this period

|

999

have either retired or died. and there is an
acute lack of skills in usin_e these techniques.

A large amount of dam construction

has

taken place since 1974, and it is likely rhat
the pattems of movements of waterbirds have
changed. There is great value in starting to
address this imbalance durin-q the next few
years. and rekindle an interest and skills in
waterbird ringing.
During the second period, 1975-1999, rhe
overwhelming majority of ringers focused on
mistnetting. This is clear from Table l, because the species with large proportions
rin-eed during the second period are mostly
small to medium-sized passerines, the species
that most easily get caught in mistnets. Thus
l5a/c of Cape White-eyes were ringed in the
first period and 8-57c in the second. Similarly,
757o of Cape Weavers andJ2%' of Red Bishops were rin-eed in the second period.
Most seabird ringing has taken place in the
later period (Table 1). Given the ease with
which chicks can be rin-qed, it is perhaps surprising that only 2rlo of Swift Tern ringing
was in the first period. Flipper bands fbr penguins were developed in the early 1970s, so
most (t347c) of African Penguin flipper bands
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Fig. 1. Annual ringing totals for Masked Weaver (803), Redbilled Quelea (805) and Red
Bishop (808).
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date from the second period. The fact that
Cape Gannet ringing has been well spread
ou1 through time, with 34Vo being done dur-

that there is no species in southern Africa for
which we have 'enough' data. The rate at
which species ringing totals (and therefore
also recoveries) decreases down Table I is
alarming. At the top of the list, the European
Swallow has become a conservation .oniern.
possibly due to global climate change, and
the fact that there is a large body ofexisting
data provides an opportunity to make comparisons. Waterbird ringing needs to be reestablished to find out whether the migration

ing the first period, means that there is a good
opportunity to look at changes in movcment

patterns through time.
The annual totals for the threc granivores,
Redbilled Quelca, Masked WeaVcr and Red
Bishop, near the top of Table 1 were computerised from 1950 to 1974 using the infbrmation publishcd in the annual ringing reports
and these totals plorted (Fig. l). Thc Redbilled Quelea has equal numbers ringed in the
tirst and second periods. Fig. I clearly shows
how it was ringed intensively from 1955 to
1960 and again from 1996 to 1998. The

Masked Weaver and Red Bishop show

patterns from three decades ago still hold
good.

We encourage all ringers to keep contributing to the overall SAFRING project. On
average, every 100 birds ringed generates a
recovery which forms part of the jigsaw of

a

tairly consistent increase over the decades,
although there was a large dip in the late
I

understanding survival and movement. These
are two crucial components of effective conservation planning, and they are most readily
available as a result of bird rinsins.

970s.
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Notice
Ringing Programme of Migratory passerines in Dofiana
National Park, Spain
Dear Bird Ringers
The Estacion Biol6gica de Donana organises
an ongoing Ringing Programme of Migratory
Passerines in the National Park of Donana

during the posrnuptial migralion.

or contact us vla

:

Josd Luis Arroyo Matos
Estacion Bioltigica de Dofrana
Apdo. A'4, 21760 Maralasc6as, Almonte,

Huelva (Spain)

ln order to keep this research project runnrng, we need the help of expert ringers and
asslstants.

The ringing period usually runs from lst
September to 7th November, and the minimum stay fbr participants is one week.
Interested persons can find the application
form and more information at our web site:

http://www.ebd.csic.es./ringing/

Tel.: + 34 959 440032, + 34 959 440036
Fax: + 34 959 440033
E-mail: joseluis@ebd.cstc.es

I hope to hear from you soon.
Kind regards
Jos6

Luis Arroyo

